Tentative Agreement
ARTICLE 23
FACULTY PARTICIPATION IN DEPARTMENT GOVERNANCE

23.§1 STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLE. By virtue of their command of their disciplines,
University faculty have as a unique resource, the abilities to assist in the governance of the
departments in which they will exercise their respective disciplines. Faculty, therefore, should
participate in the governance of their departments in order to create and maintain harmonious
relationships among colleagues, and to fashion and maintain the departments in such a way as to
make them maximally appropriate for instruction, research, service, and other professional
activities of the disciplines. Fundamentally, what is desirable and what is intended by the
sections that follow is to ensure meaningful participation by department faculties, with the
ultimate power of decision-making by Western, but with an assurance of procedural regularity
and fair play.
23.§2 CONTRACTUAL GOVERNANCE. Department faculty shall develop Department
Policy Statements, which shall govern the means by which the faculty make recommendations to
Western on a variety of matters. Both Western and the Chapter recognize the importance of
department policy statements as a means of assisting faculty in the governance of their
departments. Department Policy Statements shall contain two mandatory components (a
mandatory first paragraph and mandatory policy procedures) and an optional component
(permissive policies). Department Policy Statements shall not conflict with provisions of the
collective bargaining agreement, or with established University policies.
23.§2.1 Mandatory First Paragraph for Every Department Policy Statement. Each
Department Policy Statement will contain the following first paragraph: It is the right, the
responsibility, and the privilege of University faculty to participate in the governance of
their departments. Fundamentally, what is desirable and intended by the Department
Policy Statement is to ensure meaningful participation by department faculty and
procedural regularity within departments. It is understood that the ultimate power of
decision-making resides with the administration. This Policy Statement is one means by
which the faculty of this department make recommendations to Western.
23.§2.2 Mandatory Policies. Department faculty must have procedures and develop
policies for making recommendations to Western concerning tenure, promotion,
appointment and reappointment of faculty (including faculty specialists), equitable
distribution of opportunities to teach in summer sessions and Extended University
Programs, evaluation of faculty, and sabbatical leave proposals.
23.§2.3 Permissive Policies. Department faculty may have procedures for making
recommendations to Western concerning alternate academic-year appointments, class
schedules, class sizes, and appointment and removal of the department chair/director.
Department faculty may also have procedures for measuring workload in terms of credit
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hours as stipulated in Article 42.§5, and for class size capacity as stipulated in Article
42.§14. Department faculty may have procedures for making recommendations to
Western concerning department degree requirements and curricular offerings, department
program development and discontinuance, and department budget allocations. These
recommendations, when approved, become part of the Department Policy Statement.
23.§3 POLICY REVIEW. Department policies shall conform to the stipulations of relevant
articles in the Agreement, and faculty are advised to refer to relevant articles while developing
department policies to make certain such conformity exists.
23.§3.1 Department Policy Statements describe the process and structure by which
faculty make recommendations to Western and may include standing recommendations
about a variety of matters, but shall not extend faculty prerogative beyond the stipulations
of the Agreement.
23.§3.2 The review of Department Policy Statements by the Chapter and Western is to
ensure compliance with the Agreement. Specific contract language shall be cited when
policy statement language is considered to be in conflict with the Agreement.
23.§4 APPROVAL OF DEPARTMENT POLICY STATEMENTS. Each department shall
appoint a committee that shall develop a written Department Policy Statement. Each committee
shall also designate a faculty contact person.
23.§4.1 Following ratification of the policy by majority vote of the department faculty,
the ratified policy statement is given to the department chair, who shall then review it.
Following review, the chair shall provide written feedback to the committee within
fifteen (15) business days of receiving the policy statement. The committee may choose
to alter the Policy Statement based on this feedback. The committee shall inform the
department chair of the Committee's response to the feedback. One (1) copy of the
Statement or additions or amendments thereto, together with the comments of the
department chair, shall be forwarded to the Chapter, the department chair, the dean, and
Western's Director of Academic Labor Relations.
23.§4.2 Western's Director of Academic Labor Relations and the WMU-AAUP Contract
Administrator shall review Department Policy Statements simultaneously for compliance
with the Agreement and University policy. Each response will be made in writing,
stating specific violations or conflicts with either the Agreement or University policy.
Western and the Chapter may make written recommendations for policy revisions that are
not based on contractual violations or violations of University policies, but may not delay
or withhold approval contingent upon such recommendations. These responses shall be
forwarded to the department faculty contact person within thirty (30) business days.
23.§4.2.1 Western and the Chapter shall have the right to an extension of ten (10)
business days for review of a policy document upon written notification to the
department.
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23.§5 MODIFICATION. It is important that department policy statements remain relevant and
functional as programs evolve and circumstances change. Department faculty have the right to
review Department Policy Statements periodically and to modify them. Once each academic
year, the department chair may request in writing a faculty review of some or all sections of the
Department Policy Statement. That request should identify which sections of the policy
statement in particular, department faculty should review, and whether those sections may be in
violation of the Agreement or University policy. Department faculty shall, within one calendar
year of the chair’s request, inform the chair of any changes made or to be made (subject to the
approval process in section 23.§4) in the Department Policy Statement as a result of his/her
request.
23.§6 CONSIDERATION. Western shall give serious and timely consideration to
recommendations made by the faculty in accordance with this article. Any policy that is not
responded to by Western within forty (40) thirty (30) business days shall automatically stand
approved for one (1) year, and for the continuing periods of one (1) year thereafter until
responded to by Western.
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